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Chapter 2271: I really don’t blame you (3) 

 

“pei xiyu, i’ve said enough to you!” 

PEI Jitong only spoke after PEI Xiyu finished complaining. 

However, PEI Xiyu’s words were what he wanted to say. It was a good thing to tell this woman. 

Otherwise, she would have forgotten her duty for so many years without him urging her. 

“Ji Tong!” Zhou ruxue still wanted to say something, but the car had already stopped. 1 

the car stopped at the military hospital. the director of the hospital’s clinical medicine research 

department, pei jiyun, was already waiting at the door. 

PEI Jitong then turned around and said three words to Zhou ruxue- 

“Get out of the car.” 

After he finished speaking, he let the bodyguards carry old lady PEI out of the car, and he got out of the 

car himself. 

After PEI Jitong got out of the car, PEI Xiyu also got out of the car, leaving Zhou ruxue sitting in the car in 

a daze. 

Seeing that PEI Jitong started to explain the situation to PEI Jiyun after he got off the car and had no 

intention of responding to her, Zhou ruxue had no choice but to get off the car as well. 

Old lady PEI had followed old master Chi since she was young, so after old master Chi joined the Army, 

he brought old lady PEI into the military camp and made her a military doctor. 

Although the medical standard was limited at that time, and old lady PEI’s medical standard was not 

high, she had saved a large number of people in the combat Services Department. On top of that, she 

was old master Chi’s younger sister, so she was slowly promoted. After retirement, old lady PEI was 

already a major General. 

So, she got her daughter into the Department of Medical Science and stayed in the military hospital 

after graduation. 

Later on, PEI Jiyun and the eldest son of the Shi family, Shi MAODE, got married and gave birth to three 

children, Shi Zhongyu, Shi Zhongxiao, and Shi Yalin. 

As PEI Jiyun’s position in the military hospital’s clinical medicine Research Department became higher 

and higher, Shi maocheng also completely controlled the medical Association. So, the two of them 

worked together and cooperated from the inside and the outside to completely separate the affiliated 

Medical Association from the military hospital. 

This was also the reason why the PEI family had been able to stand strong even without the Chi family’s 

protection. 



This was because the PEI family had a smart and well-mannered daughter, Pei Ji Yun. Because she knew 

how to conduct herself well in the Shi family and had made contributions to the Shi family, the Shi 

family would help the PEI family from time to time. 

Pei Ji Yun looked at Zhou ruxue, whose eyes were red, as she got out of the car. He quickly ordered the 

doctors to save old lady PEI and patted Zhou ruxue’s shoulder.”Sister-in-law, my brother has already 

told me about what happened just now. I don’t think you’re to blame for this! You didn’t see how badly 

Nangong Nuannuan bullied our Yaling at the banquet last time. This Nangong Nuannuan is too 

domineering.” 

Pei Ji Yun’s words made Zhou ruxue, who had finally stopped crying, feel aggrieved again. Her tears kept 

falling. 

Seeing that Zhou ruxue was crying, Pei Ji Yun held her arm and led her to the place where old lady PEI 

was doing her checkup. He said, ” “Sister-in-law, Chi Yang is your son. A mother and son are connected 

by heart. Your relationship with Chi Yang will definitely ease up as time passes. however, because of 

nangong nuannuan’s wishes, old master chi’s health was improving day by day. 

Initially, the PEI family had been able to survive with the support of the Shi family. However, ever since 

Nangong Nuannuan returned to the Nangong family, she had been constantly suppressing the Shi 

family. Now, the Shi family was not having a good time either! Do you know? This time, Nangong 

Nuannuan and chiyang went to Haizhou for a vacation, but in the end, they went to Haizhou to help the 

Wu family suppress our Shi family. Cousin MAODE’s husband, LAN weisong, was originally the 

Lieutenant Governor of Haizhou, but he was arrested by the Court of Justice after Nangong Nuannuan 

stirred things up.” 

Chapter 2272: What to do (4) 

 

“And this matter was personally investigated by the president. LAN weisong is in deep trouble this time. 

Haizhou is a big place, and the Shi family has done a lot of things in Haizhou because of LAN weisong. My 

brother’s PEI family group is also a shareholder. But once LAN weisong falls, do you think the Shi and PEI 

families will still be able to get the best resources?” 

Zhou ruxue was dumbfounded as she listened to Pei Ji Yun’s words. She then asked in shock,”How could 

she do this? I’m chi Yang’s mother, how could she force the Shi family like this? Force Ji Tong?” 

Pei Ji Yun rolled his eyes at the sky from his stomach. 

She just couldn’t understand why such an outstanding man like Hiroshi chizawa, a man whom she had 

tried her best to reach, would choose to marry such a silly and sweet girl in the end? 

Although this silly girl didn’t have a good life after her marriage and was basically a widow, Yingluo was 

still brother Chi’s official wife. Why was she acting like a fool? 

Zhou ruxue’s eyes were still wide open in disbelief as she muttered, ” “She’s just a little rich, but I’m her 

future mother-in-law, so I have to give her face! How could she do this to the Shi family? He’s simply too 

detestable!” 



“Sister-in-law, you have to know that Nangong Nuannuan is not only rich. Nangong Nuannuan must be a 

very powerful and powerful person to be able to become the CEO of the top three and top 50 

companies in the world. If she wasn’t strong, how could a girl who had been abducted since she was 

young build such a terrifying business Kingdom in just 14 years? Just look at the Shi family, the top noble 

family. After three generations of hard work, they still couldn’t reach di gang’s level. Do you think such a 

person would care about having a mother-in-law like you? Would she fall for your evil mother-in-law’s 

tricks? you’re not only provoking nangong nuannuan, but you’re also forcing chi yang to stay further 

away from you. Think about it, Chi Yang is your son. If old master Chi is gone, you’ll be his closest 

person. But now, there’s Nangong Nuannuan. Even if old master Chi has passed away, Nangong 

Nuannuan is still his closest person. Does it matter to Chi Yang whether he has a mother like you or 

not?” 

Pei Ji Yun’s words caused Zhou ruxue’s already pale face to turn even paler. 

“Then what should I do, Yingluo?” Zhou ruxue covered her face in despair. 

She really couldn’t stand PEI Jitong ignoring her. 

she couldn’t stand pei jitong’s mistreatedness. 

If PEI Jitong ignored her from now on, she would be so sad that she wouldn’t be able to live. 

“Sister-in-law, you’re such a smart person, why can’t you get around this? Look at you, you don’t have a 

family or background, but you’ve been in the PEI family for so many years, haven’t you still lived 

gloriously? What did you rely on? Isn’t it because you have a good personality? You’re always kind to 

everyone in the PEI family. When you encounter a problem, my mom will reprimand you, but you’ll feel 

aggrieved. If you can treat the PEI family like this and get along so well with everyone in our family, why 

can’t you get along with your own son? A son and a daughter-in-law were the most important things to 

a woman. Don’t you think so?” 

zhou ruxue thought for a moment and also felt regretful. 

“I was too mean to Nangong Nuannuan before.” 

Chapter 2273: I’m not trying to scare you (5) 

 

I always feel that chiyang is my son. He’s so outstanding. If Nangong Nuannuan wants to marry him, she 

should at least treat me, her future mother-in-law, better, right? ” 

pei ji yun shook his head. ” other people’s future daughter-in-law is so good to her mother-in-law. firstly, 

the son has not severed ties with his mother. secondly, everyone will have to live under the same roof in 

the future and will see each other often. thirdly, if the mother does not agree, the future daughter-in-

law will not be able to get through the door. But is this the situation in your family? Sister-in-law, the 

specific problems have to be analyzed in detail. You can’t just stick to one thing!” 

Zhou ruxue nodded,”yes, I know where I went wrong.” But Yingluo and the others already hate me so 

much, what should I do?” 



“Your only chance now is that no matter how much Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan despise you, you 

must treat them well. He would coax them as if they were his ancestors. No matter how angry you are, 

don’t talk back and don’t be discouraged. Chi Yang is your son, he will definitely change his mind. As long 

as Chi Yang had a change of heart, the PEI family would have a good time. Oh, and chiyang loves 

Nangong Nuannuan very much, so you have to be especially good to her. Don’t put on any airs in front 

of her. ” 

“How can we do that? Isn’t that the same as stepping on my own face?” Zhou ruxue’s face was filled 

with resistance. 

Pei Ji Yun’s face darkened. so sister-in-law wants to divorce my brother? not only does she lose her son, 

but she also doesn’t want her husband anymore? ” 

Zhou ruxue’s entire body was instantly frozen. She looked at Pei Ji Yun in disbelief and asked in a 

trembling voice, ” “What did you just say?” 

“Sister-in-law, I’m not trying to scare you. it was just that the current situation was like this. You’re 

always at home being a rich young lady and don’t know what’s going on outside. The PEI family can’t 

hold on much longer, and the root of all this is you. It was your daughter-in-law who was unhappy with 

you and wanted to attack the PEI family corporation. It took three generations of hard work to develop 

the PEI family corporation to its current state. Although big brother loves you, he can’t just watch the 

PEI family corporation be destroyed because of you. Only by divorcing you will the other party target 

your son and let the PEI family corporation go. Sister-in-law, when the nest is overturned, how can the 

eggs be intact? Now, it’s time for you to step forward and fight for the PEI family. You’re a smart person. 

If you want to continue this marriage, or divorce my brother, you should think about it carefully.” 

After saying that, Pei Ji Yun patted Zhou ruxue’s shoulder and left. Zhou ruxue was left standing there in 

shock for a long time before the blood in her body started to warm up again. 

She had been living with the PEI family for 17 years, and she had long gotten used to life here. She loved 

PEI Jitong, and she would do anything for him. 

Could she really divorce PEI Jitong because of chiyang and Nangong Nuannuan? 

The answer was absolutely impossible. 

She would rather die than get a divorce. 

So, did this mean that she had to put her face in front of Nangong Nuannuan and let her hit her as she 

pleased? 

How could a rich and powerful daughter-in-law bully her mother-in-law like this? 

Zhou ruxue didn’t understand why other mother-in-law could be so harsh to their daughter-in-law, but 

she had only said a few words to Nangong Nuannuan and it was so serious that PEI Jitong wanted to 

divorce her? 

However, in the end, Zhou ruxue was forced by reality and decided to sacrifice herself to keep this 

marriage. 

Chapter 2274: Get lost (1) 



 

When Zhou ruxue entered the emergency room, old lady PEI had already woken up. 

Upon seeing Zhou ruxue, old lady PEI pointed at her angrily and said, ” “You jinx, get out! My PEI family’s 

Yingluo doesn’t have a daughter-in-law like you!” 

Zhou ruxue’s face instantly paled. 

“Mom! Don’t be like this.” PEI Jitong said for Zhou ruxue. 

“Why are you still protecting her? Can’t you tell that Nangong Nuannuan doesn’t like the PEI family 

because of her?” 

PEI Jitong’s expression was ugly. 

“Mom, your blood pressure is very high. Don’t be angry.” 

“How can I not be angry? Look at what our PEI family has become? Just because of her, our PEI family 

has become a laughing stock, and you’re telling me not to be angry? I get angry whenever I see her now! 

Yingluo, don’t think that the PEI family can’t live without you! I’m telling you, with the Shi family’s 

support, our family won’t collapse. Our boss has been letting you stay in the PEI family because he likes 

you, but you’re so shameless. Not only did you help us a little, but you’ve also harmed us time and time 

again!” 

“Mom! Please don’t be angry, it’s bad for your health.” 

PEI Jitong called again and then walked to Zhou ruxue, who was crying so hard that she was about to 

collapse, and said to her, ruxue, I can’t take any more surprises in my current condition. Why don’t you 

go home first? ” 

When the PEI family received the notice, they were either at the hospital or on the way to the hospital. 

As the First Lady of the PEI family, what right did she have to let her go home? Was he trying to push her 

out completely? 

“I won’t! I don’t want to go home! Ji Tong, I don’t want to go home!” 

“Get lost! Get lost! Ji Tong, come back!” 

Old lady PEI shouted from her bed. Pei Ji Yun, who was beside her, said, ” mom, stop screaming. Look, 

your low pressure has increased again. 

ruxue, ” PEI Jitong said helplessly, ” you’ve seen the situation. At least before mom gets better, don’t 

provoke her. 

“What about you, Yueyue?” 

PEI Jitong said helplessly,”I still have a lot of things to do in the company. After I’m done, I have to come 

to the hospital to replace Ji Yun.” We can’t be short of people here, can we?” 

“Ji Tong, I know I was wrong! I’ll change! I’ll definitely change this time! I will definitely beg for chiyang’s 

forgiveness and make Nangong Nuannuan stop targeting the PEI family, okay?” 



“How many times have you said this?” When the old lady on the bed heard this, she shouted angrily, ” 

“You said this when you married into our PEI family. You said that you would talk to Chi Yang and get 

along with him so that he would acknowledge Ji Tong as his stepfather. But now that 17 years have 

passed, are you playing with our PEI family? In the past, Chi Yang didn’t do anything to the PEI family, so 

I didn’t force you. But now, not only did you not make Chi Yang change his mind and acknowledge you 

as his mother, you even offended your future daughter-in-law to this extent. Zhou ruxue, our PEI family 

is really unlucky. Why did we have to meet you?” 

“Mom, I really know my mistake this time. Can you believe me one more time? I’ll definitely make 

chiyang and Nangong Nuannuan change their minds and treat me well, and stop targeting the PEI 

family.” 

Zhou ruxue cried, feeling wronged. Today’s matter was clearly PEI Xiyu and the Butler’s fault. Why did 

old lady PEI and the PEI family say that it was all her fault? 

However, she couldn’t argue with old lady PEI now. After all, even PEI Jitong, who had always protected 

her, was no longer protecting her. 

Chapter 2275: Get lost (2) 

 

Zhou ruxue was like a sheep to the PEI family. Now that the PEI family was no longer tolerant, no one 

would believe her. 

“Guarantee? Tell me, how many times have you guaranteed us in the past 17 years? If I still believed 

you, I would have lived my life in vain! Zhou ruxue, you’re the PEI family’s young mistress. You’ve 

enjoyed the PEI family’s good times in the past, but now that they’re in trouble, you have to take action 

immediately. I don’t want to hear any more promises. So, right now, immediately, go and apologize to 

Nangong Nuannuan and ask for her forgiveness. Also, get disheng to hand over the three billion Yuan 

land in the west of the city to us. Otherwise, Yingluo, don’t be the PEI family’s young mistress anymore.” 

“Mom!” Zhou ruxue looked at old lady PEI in disbelief, her eyes full of grievance. 

“You also know that Chi Yang’s temper is like his father’s, as stinky and hard as a rock in the toilet. The 

resentment he has accumulated for so many years towards me, how can it be resolved in a day? If Chi 

Yang’s grudge can not be resolved, Nangong Nuannuan will not respect me. Even if Chi Yang’s 

resentment is resolved, with Nangong Nuannuan’s strong and arrogant personality, I won’t be able to 

take that piece down in a short time. I’ll f * ck you!” 

“Hehe.” Old lady PEI sneered with extreme ridicule. after all is said and done, those guarantees just now 

were empty checks and also a scam? ” 

“No, mom, can you give me some time? I’ll f * ck you!” 

“I’ve already given you 17 years of time. However, in these 17 years, I’ve never seen you care much 

about Chi Yang. It’s been 17 years. Other than your relationship with Chi Yang becoming colder and 

more distant, I haven’t found any signs of improvement. Zhou ruxue, I sometimes wonder if you’re Chi 

Yang’s biological mother. How could you really leave your son aside for 17 years when he was angry 

with you and ignored you? If you had the same attitude towards Chi Yang as you did towards Ji Tong and 



the other two children, your relationship with Chi Yang would definitely not be as bad as it is now! It 

doesn’t matter if you treat Chi Yang badly, but don’t you bring disaster to our PEI family! 

I’ll make it clear today, when you’ve eased your relationship with Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan, 

we’ll forgive you. If you can’t, then you’ll have to be prepared to divorce boss!” 

mother-!!!! 

“Don’t call me mom! From now on, I’m not your mother! Get lost!” 

Zhou ruxue wanted to cry herself to death and wouldn’t leave. 

PEI Jitong wrapped his arms around her and dragged her out of the ward. Just as he removed his hand 

from her shoulder, Zhou ruxue fell into his embrace. 

A touch of annoyance flashed in PEI Jitong’s eyes, but he still reached out and patted her back. 

“Ji Tong, help me tell mom that I don’t want to leave the PEI family. I don’t want to divorce you! 

Wuwuwuwu, Ji Tong, this time I’ll definitely have a good relationship with Chi Yang. Can you give me a 

chance?” 

PEI Jitong sighed and continued to Pat Zhou ruxue, who was on the verge of collapse. His elegant voice 

slowly sounded from the top of her head. 

“Ruxue, our marriage was a moral mistake.” 

“No, no, no! It was not a mistake! You said you loved me!” Zhou ruxue was flustered. She hugged PEI 

Jitong tightly, afraid that he would leave her if she let go even a little. 

“Yup, I know. I love you! I’ve always loved you! Even if it’s been 17 years.” 

Chapter 2276: I trust you (3) 

 

When Zhou ruxue heard this, she suddenly felt relieved. She raised her head and looked at PEI Jitong 

pitifully.”Then let’s not get a divorce, okay? Ji Tong, I love you too! He loved her very much! I can’t live 

without you! I will die without you!” 

“Silly, what are you talking about?” PEI Jitong flicked Zhou ruxue’s forehead affectionately, making the 

46-year-old woman look like a shy little girl. 

However, PEI Jitong’s words changed- 

“But, other than being your husband, I’m also my mother’s son, the Father of Jiadong, Jialiang, and Xiyu, 

and the chairman of the entire PEI family corporation. 

The PEI family’s group is the company that my father spent his entire life to develop. I can’t just watch it 

fall into my hands. 

Ruxue, do you know? With LAN weisong arrested, the PEI family and Shi family’s ten billion Yuan project 

might be forced to stop due to the lack of policy support. Nangong Nuannuan had not only destroyed 

LAN weisong, but also the entire Interest Group. 



Once something went wrong with the Haizhou project, it would directly affect dizhou. Ever since disheng 

group had landed in Kamino, many of the large-scale projects that originally belonged to the four major 

families had fallen into disheng’s hands. Since they could not obtain the most luxurious resources, they 

would go and fight for the second and third-rate ones. 

Although our PEI family is a second-rate wealthy family, our reputation is mostly because of my mother 

and Ji Yun. however, old master chi has given my mother a huge blow, and she has no say in the combat 

services department. on the other hand, the shi family has also been suppressed by nangong nuannuan 

time and time again. our family’s finances are really not even comparable to the top third-rate families. 

Ruxue, if you really care about our family, then it’s already in an extremely critical moment. If you don’t 

help, the PEI family might face bankruptcy. When that time comes, I’ll have creditors coming to my door 

every day to collect my debt, and I won’t even be able to guarantee my own safety. How do you want 

me to protect you? 

ruxue, although mom’s words are too much, they’re not crude. I really want to be with you, I really want 

to be with you until our hair turns white. But Yingluo, if you don’t help me and solve this problem with 

chiyang, I’m afraid I won’t be able to live with you until our hair turns white. If I die, what will you, a 

lonely woman, do?” 

PEI Jitong’s words stunned Zhou ruxue. 

She really didn’t know. 

“Has the situation reached such a state?” 

PEI Jitong nodded. 

“It’s better than that,” 

“Why didn’t you tell me earlier?” 

pei jitong was helpless. 

Didn’t he say anything? It seemed like he had been beating around the bush, but every time he met 

Nangong Nuannuan, she was the one who ruined the atmosphere. 

“i don’t want you to feel pressured. After all, I’m your man. Even if the sky falls down, I want to hold it 

up for you.” 

“Ji Tong!” Zhou ruxue hugged PEI Jitong tightly again and swore in his arms, ” “I was careless before, but 

it’s different this time. Don’t worry, I’ll definitely clear up the misunderstanding between Chi Yang and 

me. I will make him willingly acknowledge you as his step-father. I’ll also take the land in the west of the 

city. If I can’t do it, I’ll accept it even if Yingluo divorces me. ” 

After saying this, Zhou ruxue immediately regretted it. 

He was about to take back his words when PEI Jitong said, ” “Alright, I trust you.” 

Chapter 2277: Nangong Zheng without moral integrity (4) 

 



“I believe that you won’t gamble on our marriage. I hope that I’ll be able to hear your good news soon.” 

Zhou ruxue’s body stiffened, and she didn’t even have the time to say anything. 

While the PEI family was in chaos, the Nangong family was in a joyous mood. 

her brothers had received the news that nangong nuannuan had returned home, but because they all 

had their own things to do, they all expressed that they would be welcoming their sister home in the 

evening. 

When Nangong Nuannuan returned home, she saw that only her grandfather, second uncle, and second 

aunt were at home. She asked curiously, ” aunt, why isn’t my fourth brother here today? ” 

Nangong Zheng, as a standard young master of a wealthy family, had the Natural Capital to be a good-

for-nothing. 

His eldest brother, Nangong Jin, and second brother, Nangong li, had followed his eldest uncle into the 

Army. Although one of them was in the military while the other was in the civil service, they were both 

indispensable talents in the combat service department. 

His fifth brother, Nangong Yi, and sixth brother, Nan gongze, followed his third uncle in politics. One was 

in the finance department, while the other was in the health department. They were both secretaries at 

a young age. 

As the vice-chairman and general manager of the Imperial Group, Nangong Yun was so busy that his 

footsteps almost touched the ground. He walked with a gust of wind. After all, Imperial Corporation was 

the Nangong family’s economic lifeline and had to do well. Second uncle often used the excuse that she 

had finally been found by the Nangong family and needed to cook more for her as an excuse to skip 

work. The entire Imperial Group was supported by his third brother, Nangong Yun. 

Only his fourth brother, Nangong Zheng, had the advantage of being in the right place at the right time. 

He didn’t have to be in the military or enter politics. He had the titles of the Vice Chairman and Vice 

President of the Imperial Group and played with them all day long. 

So, as long as Nangong Nuannuan returned to the Nangong family, even if she couldn’t see anyone, she 

would be able to see Nangong Zheng. 

However, there was no sign of Nangong Zheng today. 

Second aunt came out of the kitchen with a face full of smiles. ah Zheng went on a blind date. 

“Pfft-” 

Nangong Nuannuan, who was drinking water, couldn’t help but spit it out. 

Seeing this, Chi Yang quickly smoothened her breathing, afraid that she would choke and cough. 

“Aunt, are you serious?” 

“Of course it’s true!” Second aunt said smugly. This child, can I still flirt with you with such a thing?” 



“I just can’t figure it out. Don’t they not want to get married? Why did fourth brother suddenly decide to 

go on a blind date?” 

His second uncle was also smiling. “This is all thanks to your second aunt, who cried, made a fuss, and 

hung herself. Your first uncle’s family has at least one pair of twins, and the two in your third uncle’s 

family are not old either. They’re the only two left, and they don’t occupy either side. That’s why your 

aunt forced them to go on blind dates.” 

“so third brother went on a blind date too?” nangong nuannuan was dumbfounded. 

“No, I didn’t,” Second uncle shook his head. 

why didn’t third brother go on a blind date, but fourth brother? ” 

His second aunt said disdainfully, ” “his brother is so busy all day long, where would he find the time to 

go on blind dates? He was the only one who played around all day, so of course he should help share the 

burden with the family. His brother had also said that if he went on a blind date obediently, he would 

give him half a month off. If the blind date was successful and they were in a relationship, he would give 

him half a year off. get married within half a year, and you can add an additional year of leave. if the 

child was born within a year, he could be given two more years of nursing leave to help his wife take 

care of the child. After that, your fourth brother went over obediently. If I had known that it would be so 

easy to make him go on blind dates, I would have forced them to do this earlier.” 

Chapter 2278: The young man on a blind date (5) 

 

Nangong Nuannuan’s mouth twitched when she heard this. 

Isn’t Yingluo a little too shameless? 

Was it really a good idea to work so hard for a holiday? 

everyone in the nangong family was happy that nangong zheng was going on a blind date. 

In fact, he was quite happy. 

He would rather marry a woman than be oppressed by his own brother in the company. If he could give 

birth to another child, he would have 15 days, half a year, one year, and two years of leave in total! 

How many thousand days could a person have? 

He didn’t get married in the past because he really couldn’t meet the one he liked. Those women all 

came for his family background. But in fact, whether it was him or his brothers, wasn’t it because they 

couldn’t find a woman they liked? 

However, if it was introduced by a parent, and he didn’t hate it, there wouldn’t be a problem getting 

married. At most, they could get married and have children. If they could not get along, they could get a 

divorce. In short, as long as he completed the mission of carrying on the family line, he would have 1292 

days of leave! 

He could have fun until he flew! 



Therefore, he really, really, really came to the blind date with a kind, calm, and graceful attitude. 

But who could f * cking tell him why his blind date, Yingluo, was doing this? 

It’s a man? 

The man in front of her had thick black hair that was slightly curled. He had styled his hair into a trendy 

internet celebrity hairstyle and his skin was as fair as snow. He was even better than a woman. A pair of 

big eyes shimmered with a star-like luster, and under her delicate facial features, matched with a 

slender neck, the collar of her Pink blue t-shirt was slightly open, revealing her delicate and sexy 

collarbones. 

To sum it up, this was a young hunk who could attract any man. 

However, to Nangong Zheng, who always wore a handmade haute couture suit and had so many flaws 

that not a single strand of hair would fall on his body, he really did not dare to compliment the way the 

person in front of him dressed. 

Putting aside the t-shirt with a slightly open blue collar and the Internet celebrity hairstyle, what the hell 

was a normal man with three ear holes on one ear and four ear holes on one ear? 

most importantly, there was a skull-shaped earring on the ear, which seemed to be a pair with the big 

white skeleton hanging in front of his chest. 

His pants were also fluffy, with a lot of metal hanging on them. When he walked over, they clanked, 

reminding him of the fatty at home who wore an apron all day and a metal bell around her neck. 

This person probably couldn’t distinguish between beauty and ugliness, so he thought that he looked 

good in this dress, like fatty, right? 

A young man in a blue and white punk outfit walked into the hall and sat down in front of Nangong 

Zheng. 

Nangong Zheng didn’t doubt him. He said to the young hunks in punk clothes,”i’m sorry, there’s already 

someone here.” 

However, the young man was not affected by Nangong Zheng’s voice at all. He extended his hand to 

Nangong Zheng and smiled.”Hello, Chairman Nangong, my name is Cang LAN star, and the chairman of 

mingya international, Cang mingya, is my mother.” 

Nangong Zheng was sitting on the sofa with his legs crossed and his hands on the armrest. Even if he 

wasn’t doing anything, he still exuded a noble and elegant aura. A pair of deep eyes looked indifferently 

at the young man who reached out his hand to him, and he had no intention of shaking his hand. 

However, the other party didn’t feel embarrassed at all. He smiled and his big eyes curved into a 

beautiful shape. There was a hint of sunlight and licorice in his grandma’s handsomeness. 

Chapter 2279: Sea Dragon’s sea 1 

 

His hand was still extended in the air, and he had no intention of taking it back. 



After all, Nangong Zheng was the young master of the Nangong family. There were plenty of men, 

women, elderly, and children who tried to strike up a conversation with him. if he had to shake hands 

with everyone just because they were too tired to raise their hands, then the nangong family would be 

too easy to get along with. 

However, as he looked at the slender hands that were so close to him, as well as the bright smile on her 

face, Nangong Zheng felt as if he was looking at a sunflower that was quietly blooming under the 

summer sun. it was warm, hearty, and clean, giving people a very comfortable feeling. 

Hence, after a full minute of silence, Nangong Zheng still reached out his hand and shook hands with the 

other party. 

The moment their hands touched, Nangong Zheng’s smile became even more radiant. However, 

Nangong Zheng furrowed his brows slightly. 

Had he been hit by a ghost? He actually shook hands with a kid who came out of nowhere! 

At a glance, this furry child was at most sixteen or seventeen years old. His hair had not even grown out 

yet, and he was dressed in an inhuman way. And he, the Vice Chairman of the Imperial Group, was 

shaking hands with a kid like this? 

Nangong Zheng immediately pulled his hand away from the other party. 

Cang LAN star only extended their hand to show their sincerity. He also knew that many rich and 

powerful big bosses didn’t even bother to shake hands with people like him. 

He was about to put his hand down after reaching out for a minute, but he didn’t expect Nangong Zheng 

to shake his hand. 

Canglan star was very happy. Just as Nangong Zheng was about to angrily chase them away, he revealed 

an even more bright smile. 

The summer afternoon sun shone in through the window and shone on the boy’s white and slender 

fingers. At this moment, his hands were actually glowing like pearls. 

It’s good to be young! 

Nangong Zheng couldn’t help but look at the hand that was retracted, and his eyes met the boy’s smiling 

face that revealed two small canine teeth. 

Big curved eyes, a high nose bridge, red lips, white teeth, and a feminine appearance, but under this 

unpretentious smile, he looked handsome and hearty. 

Nangong Zheng secretly thought that if he were to go back ten years in time, wouldn’t he make things 

difficult for his classmates in school with this young man? After all, when he was in school, he was the 

school hunk every year, and the number of votes he received was more than a little more than the 

second place. 

But what if he were to compete with this young man in front of him? 

Nangong Zheng: 



What was he thinking? 

Wasn’t there too much drama in her heart? 

Even though he didn’t hate this clean and handsome boy, Nangong Zheng felt that he wasn’t fated to 

continue the conversation with this weird guy who was wearing non-mainstream clothes. 

“Mingya international? I’m sorry, I’ve never heard of it. ” 

The other party was still smiling,”I know that.” After all, mingya international is just a small, unknown 

company in the eyes of Chairman Nangong. It’s normal that you don’t know about it. Mingya 

international was founded by my grandfather. He named the company after my mother. Our mingya 

International Group is a Corporation with two industries under us, media, entertainment, and fashion 

design. Media company, Wuwu.” 

“This is student Chang.” 

Azure, the Azure of the sea Dragon that was once the Overlord of the sea, more powerful than the 

Overlord Dragon on land. 

Nangong Zheng,”=_=!” 

Chapter 2280: Little brother and Qian Duoduo (2) 

 

Under the other party’s bright and clear eyes, Nangong Zheng swallowed the words ‘I don’t care if your 

surname is Chang or Cang, it has nothing to do with me’ and said, ” 

alright, student Azure, I’m sitting here because I have an appointment. As for you, you’re sitting at my 

friend’s seat. 

Cang LAN star nodded,”I know!” The person you’re meeting is called Qian Duoduo, right?” 

Nangong Zheng raised his brows and looked at the boy in front of him with interest, ” why? is she your 

little girlfriend? ” 

After all, he was here for a blind date, so he knew her basic information. 

His blind date was indeed called Qian Duoduo, and his family was a nouveau riche. 

His mother and Qian Duoduo’s mother were very good classmates. Qian Duoduo’s mother was a child of 

the gaozhi family. She was a talented woman, but her parents were very strict. After graduating from 

university, Qian Duoduo’s grandparents tried to use their connections to get her mother to join the 

upper-class circle. However, Qian Duoduo’s mother was unwilling to accept her parents ‘arrangements. 

She got together with an honest classmate from the countryside and returned to her hometown in the 

countryside with him after graduation. 

Qian Duoduo’s grandparents were so angry that they broke off their father-daughter relationship with 

Qian Duoduo’s mother. 



However, later on, Qian Duoduo’s parents loved each other and used the knowledge they had learned 

to start a business in the countryside. Knowledge is power. The young couple’s business in the 

countryside was doing very well. In the end, his family became a listed company in both the breeding 

and planting industries. They often reported on Kamino’s agriculture. 

However, although she was the daughter of a listed company, Qian Duoduo had always been called the 

” daughter of a nouveau riche ” by her classmates in the elite school. 

As for him, the reason why he accepted the blind date with Qian Duoduo was that she was only 18 years 

old and was in the prime of her youth and health. It was easy to get pregnant without being immersed in 

society. 

After all, his ultimate goal was the 1292-day holiday. Of course, he had to do it to the extreme! 

Secondly, even if an 18-year-old girl was affected, most of them would still retain the innocence of a 

young girl. They would not be like those women in society who were blinded by greed and were 

completely obsessed with money. 

Thirdly, he still believed in family education. When Qian Duoduo’s mother had the opportunity to enter 

the upper-class circle, she had resolutely given up the opportunity and chosen the love in her heart. 

After all, it required courage to follow a poor village boy. 

Therefore, he felt that a child from such a loving and sunny family should have a positive outlook on life. 

As he looked at the handsome young man in front of him, Nangong Zheng felt that he might, probably, 

be Qian Duoduo’s boyfriend. 

Otherwise, how would she know that he was going on a blind date with Qian Duoduo? 

Why did he come here to confront him? 

Just as Nangong Zheng was about to say that he had no interest in being the third party between them, 

the other party suddenly spoke. 

“Don’t worry, Chairman Nangong. I don’t have that kind of relationship with Qian Duoduo. “She’s my 

best friend, but ...” Canglan star looked at Nangong Zheng. She felt that this uncle in front of her was 

very stressed when he wasn’t talking. He didn’t look like the kind of shameless creature who would go 

on blind dates for the holiday. 

Nangong Zheng was listening to his explanation when the handsome young man opposite him suddenly 

stopped. He looked at Nangong Zheng and even stuck out his pink tongue to lick his lips. 

 


